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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paperf(z) will denote the power series 
g d,# 
k=O 
with do # 0, radius of convergence R[f] and partial sums 
S,(s) = i d,#. 
I;=0 
The [m, n] Pad6 approximant off(x) (El], 121) will be denoted by 
a, + a,z + --- + u,zs 
R(z : m, 4 = b. + (),Z + . . . + b,yn ’ 
(1) 
(2) 
and in this paper we present results relating R[ f ] to the position of the poles 
of the R(z: m, n). 
Ifn > mandif6, = OforO < k < s - 1 thena, = OforO < R <S - 1 
and we may write 
a, + a,+,z + 0.. + a,i.Fs 
RCz : m, n) = 0, + b,+,a + . . . + b,&m-s ’
where 6, # 0, 0 < s :< m and 
5 b,Jn+t-r = 0 
k=s 
(t = 1,. . . , m). 
Suppose also that R(x: m, n) has at least one singularity (possibly removable). 
Then s < m and so by taking t = s + 1 we may assume (and this we do 
without further mention) that R(z: m, n) has the representation (2) with 
b, f 0 and 
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II. THE SECOND Row OF THE PADI? TABLE 
Although elementary, we give the results of this section as they lead 
directly to conjectures about the general row. Throughout this section we 
shall assume that d, If 0 for any n although the results can easily be modified 
if d, f 0 for sufficiently large n. 
This assumption implies that R(z: 1, n) has a simple pole 9, = d,,/d,,+l 
and thus we have the following results: 
THEOREM 1. L&f(z) b e as in (1) and let p,, be the pole of R(z: 1, ~2). Then. 
COROLLARY 1.1. 
R[f] = liF+$f[ pa .**p,, Il/“+l. 
COROLLARY 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If R[f ] = 0 then some subsequence of (p,} converges to 
x = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If R[ f ] = CO then some subsequence of (p*} converges to 
z = co. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Ifp,, -+pasn+wthenR[f]=lpI. 
COROLLARY 1.6. There exists a sequence nj such that R(z: 1, nj) + f (z) 
uniformly on each / z 1 < R < R[ f ] as j --f CO. 
We shall only give the proof of Corollary 1.6 the others being trivial. By 
Corollary 1.2 we may choose a sequence ni such that pll -+p as j+ co and 
R[ f ] < / p / . With this choice of nj and with sufficiently large n = ni , 
1 b,/(b, + b,z) 1 is bounded on 1 z 1 ,< R < R [f ] and Corollary 1.6 follows 
from the identity 
b,,d#L 
R(z : 1, n) = &I-,(~) + b, + blz . 
\Ve prove one more result in this section. 
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THEOREM 2. A necessary and suficient condition for f (z) to be analytic in 
/ z 1 < R except for a simple pole at z = p, 0 < 1 p 1 c R, is that there exists 
a constant h, 0 < h < 1 such that 1 p, - p 1 = 0(X”) as n -+ YJ. 
PROOF: It is easily seen that if f (z) satisfies those properties given in 
Theorem 2 then / p, - p 1 = 0(X”) as YZ - xl where h = 1 p 1 /R. 
Suppose now that I p, - p / < n/r I p 1 A” and write pn = p(1 + 6,), 
zu,, = (1 + 6,) ... (1 + S,,). Then 
w = fi (1 + 6,) 
I;=0 
is convergent and nonzero and 
i W - W, 1 < j W, 1 1 jfi (1 + MA”) - 11 = O(\ W, IAn+l) 
h-?&+1 
as n -+ co. This implies that if d, = Aw then 
do A - -- = ()(R”) 
PO -** Pn Pnfl 
asn+ co, where R = X/lp I; and so the Taylor series off(z) - A(p - z)-’ 
converges in / z I < 1 p I/h. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
If f(z) is analytic in 1 z / < R except for k distinct poles or ,..., qk of 
multiplicities m, ,..., m, , respectively, each lying on / z 1 = r < R and 
if m, > m, for j = 2,..., k, then p, + qr as n -+ a and I p,, - or 1 = O(5) as 
n --f co. This rate of convergence does not, however, characterize such 
functions. 
III. THE GENERAL Row OF THE PAD~ TABLE 
In this section we consider the sequence of approximants R(z : m, n) where 
m is a fixed integer and obtain generalisations of Corollaries 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 
valid for the general row of the Pad& table. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(z) be as in (1) and suppose that each upproximant 
R(z : 112, n), n = 0, l,..., has at least one singularity. If / z 1 < R is the largest 
disc that contains no limit points of the singularities of the R(z : m, n) then 
R[ f ] 3 R(2l’” - 1). 
COROLLARY 3.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold and if R[ f ] = 0 
then x = 0 is a limit point of the singularities of the R(z : m, n). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold and ;f the singularities 
of the R(z : m, n) have no jinite limit point then R[ f ] = CCL 
PROOF: If R = 0 the result is trivial, thus we may assume that R > 0. In 
this case it is convenient to first prove the following result. 
LEhlMA 1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold and let 8 satisfy 0 < 6 < R 
and 8(2l:“l - 1) < 1. Then 
WI >(T+&-*& 
PROOF: For n > m the denominator of R(z : m, n) may be written as 
6, + b,z + ..a + 6,xf where 1 < t ,( m and b,b, f 0. For sufficiently large 
n thezerosp, ,..., qt of this polynomial lie in j z / 2 S and writing 6,(j = O,..., t) 
in terms of b, and q1 ,..., qt we find that 
I h/hi I < (t 4j) 6-j. (4) 
From (3) and (4) we see that 
I dn,, I ,< (I 44 I + -a; + W&-t I> 14, I-’ (5) 
< a[(1 + l/S>” - 11 
d Qz[(l + l/qm - 11, 
where D, =maxkG,Idkl.S ince (1 + l/Sp 3 2 it follows that Dn+l < pD,, 
and 
I 4 I G Dn 
= %4 
as n -+ co where p = [( 1 + l/S),‘z - 11. Thus R[ f ] 2 p-l as required. 
Returning now to the proof of Theorem 3 we choose any 8, satisfying 
0 < 8, < R and define h by h = 6r(211rn - 1). The rational function 
R(hz : m, n) is the [m, n] Pad6 approximant of L,(z) = f (hz) and 1 z j < R/h 
is the largest disc containing no limit points of the singularities of the 
R(Az: rn, n). Lemma 1 is then applicable to the function f (hz) with 6 and R 
replaced by 6,/X and R/X, respectively, and so 
Since R[ f ] = hR[fJ we have 
R[fl 2 h 
= &(2l’m - I), 
and the proof is completed by letting 6, ---f R. 
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We have seen that if p, is the pole of R(.z : 1, n) and if p,, 4 0 as n -+ <CC then 
R[f] = 0 and hence z = 0 is a limit point of the singularities of the 
R(z : m, n), n = 0, l,... Using the technique used in the proof of Theorem 3 
we can prove much more than this. For example, if I p,, q-. R for all n, then 
; d,, I < RX’ / d,,+,, 1 and from (5) we have 
lb,! <Rlbbl’f...-‘-RtIb,~. (6) 
If all of the singularities of R(z : m, n) lie in j z / .> 8 then (6) implies that 
1 < i (!) (RB)j 
j-1 J, 
and so at least one singularity of R(z : m, n), n = 0, I..., lies in 
1 .z I < R(21jn’ - 1)-l. 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) be as in (1) and suppose that each approximant 
R(z : m, n), n = 0, l,..., has at least one singularity. If i z / < R is the smallest 
disc containing all of the limit points of the singularities of the R(.z : m, n) then 
R[f] < R(21’m - 1)-r. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4 hold and if R[f ] = 8~ 
then z = CO is a limit point of the singularities of the R(z : m, n). 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4 hold and if the singularities 
of the R(z : m, n) have z = 0 as their only limit point then R[ f ] = 0. 
PROOF: If R = 00 the result is trivial, thus we may assume that R is 
finite and in this case we first prove the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4 hold and let 6 satisfy 6 > R and 
(1 +S)m < 2. Then R[f] < 1. 
PROOF: If b, + b,z + . . . + b,S(l < t < m, b,b, f 0) is the denominator 
of R(x : m, n) its zeros lie in 1 z 1 < 6 for sufficiently large n and so 
1 bj 1 < I b, ( (f, P’. 
Using this and (3) we see that for sufficiently large n 
I 4+1-t I < (I 4,4+, I + **. + I Ldn+z-t II bt I-’ 
< iI1 + V - 11 max U&+2-t I T**.y I &+I 11 
< maxW,,+z-t I ,-, I Ltl I>- 
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It follows that for some sequence nj , 1 da, 1 is a nondecreasing sequence and 
thus R[f] > 1. 
Returning now to the proof of Theorem 4 we choose 6, > R and define h 
by 6, = A(2l’“’ - 1). Then / z j ,< R/A is the smallest disc containing 
all of the limit points of the singularities of the R(hz : nz, n) and S,//\ > R/h, 
(1 + S,//\)” = 2. Hence Lemma 2 is applicable to Qz) = f (hz) and 
as required. 
If p, is the pole of R(z : 1, n) and if ( p, ) > R for all n then 
1 d, 1 3 RX‘ 1 dn+x / . Since (3) is valid we have 
I bt I d I b-1 I R-l + --* + I 4, I R-t 
and so if R(z : m, n) has all of its singularities in / x 1 < 6 then 
and hence 2 < (1 + iS/R)m. It follows that R(z : m, n) has at least one sin- 
gularity in ( z ( > R(21/T)z - 1). 
Although the coefficients of the reduced approximant (that is the approxi- 
mant after common zeros in the numerator and denominator have been 
cancelled) do not necessarily satisfy the same equations as do the coefficients 
of the unreduced approximants, it is easily seen that they do satisfy (3) and 
hence all of the above results remain valid if R(.z : m, n) is interpreted as the 
reduced approximant. 
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